
Ikaika Hinged Security Screen Door

Ikaika

Rest Easy with the Ikaika Security Screen Door.

The Ikaika Hinged Security Screen Door looks like a screen door but is
actually high tensile strength stainless steel woven into a fine mesh. It
provides secure protection and gives you a clear view of the outdoors
without compromising the style or appearance of your home.

Lower Cost
When compared to alternative solutions for security, Ikaika security
screen doors built to last and are corrosion resistant.

Greater Airflow
Stainless steel marine grade mesh screen optimizes airflow, and
maximizes security. Strength and beauty in perfect harmony.

Virtually Pick Proof
These security screen doors are fitted with an integral cover that
prevents entry. Optional locksets and deadbolts are provided from the
factory or may be purchased separately to match existing prime door
lock.

Features

 High Tensile Strength Extruded Aluminum Frame
 Marine grade stainless steel mesh offers corrosion resistance in

salt air environments.
 Continuous Geared Hinge system is tested to open and close 100,000 times



Kawili Hinged Security Screen Door
Kawili

The Kawili Hinged Security Screen Door is strength and beauty
in perfect harmony. It looks like a regular screen door but is
actually high tensile strength marine grade stainless steel,
woven into a fine mesh. It provides secure protection and
gives you a clear view of the outdoors without compromising
the style or appearance of your home. The deadbolt lock
cannot be pried open by a metal or plastic insert, and even if
the face plate and handle are jimmied, the concealed
mechanism and main bolt remain in the locked position.

Features

 High tensile strength extruded aluminum construction
with 4 screws at each corner for extra durability.

 Marine grade stainless steel marine grade mesh screen
optimizes airflow, and maximizes security.

 Offers corrosion resistance in our salt air environment.
 Virtually pick proof.
 Keyed lock with inside thumb latch, stainless steel

strike plate and deep extending dead bolt lock with 5-
pin tumbler cylinder.

 No need to purchase additional expensive lock sets.
 Three heavy duty tamper resistant hinges.
 Bottom expander includes vinyl sweep to keep bugs

out.
 Heavy duty pneumatic door closer, with adjustable

closing speed.
 Heavy gauge extruded aluminum frame is a full 3" x 1" x .062" for lasting durability.
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